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 They form a confederation and establish a kingdom at Shambali in the desert of the south. With the help of their sage
Vidarbha, the asuras extend their territory beyond the deserts of the south, and begin to expand northward. The goddess Parvati,
who is also the daughter of the god Shiva, sees the danger posed to her husband by this expansion, and sends the nagas to drive
the asuras away. The nagas show Parvati the secret of the asuras' power, which is to eat the hearts of all but Shiva and Vishnu.
The nagas then send their offspring (the serpent gods) to consume their food. Shiva and Vishnu then combine their powers to

destroy the serpent gods and drive the asuras away. Shiva and Vishnu then give the kingdom of the asuras to the devas as a
reward. The asuras are banished from the divine realms, but their curse continues to exist on Earth. After the death of their king
Taraka at the hands of the devas, the asuras flee their kingdoms and spend years in hiding. Determined to provide a safe haven
to the people of Earth, the asuras begin a long struggle to attain dominance over the surface of the Earth. However, their lands

extend to the deserts of the south, and they are not sure where to expand to. The devas, who share a deep kinship with the nagas,
provide their assistance to the asuras. The goddess Parvati, who is also the daughter of the god Shiva, sees the danger posed to
her husband by this expansion. She sends the nagas to drive the asuras away. The nagas show Parvati the secret of the asuras'

power, which is to eat the hearts of all but Shiva and Vishnu. The nagas then send their offspring (the serpent gods) to consume
their food. Shiva and Vishnu then combine their powers to destroy the serpent gods and drive the asuras away. Shiva and Vishnu

then give the kingdom of the asuras to the devas as a reward. The asuras are banished from the divine realms, but their curse
continues to exist on Earth. Vishnu then sends another group of asuras to invade the south and overthrow the devas. Vishnu also

changes the incarnation of the Supreme Being by giving his incarnation as Rama to fight the evil Ravana. Vish 82157476af
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